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Newsletter 91: Up and down ... it's all
possible!

2019 will be a top year for
innovations at Prefamac. In
this newsletter we will briefly
reflect on the sloping cooling
tunnels that can be fitted into
everyone's company. We
also zoom in briefly on the
renewed 28 cm enrober
belts. The Deee-LUX version
on every terrain! And yes for
Valentine we can help you
with the necessary chocolate
moulds.
We wish you a lot reading
and watching pleasure.
Myriam Schepers
Managing Director

Sloping cooling tunnels
This is a great example of super custom work. Several production lines
were located on the ground floor of the customer concerned.
COMPLETELY ON THE TOP, the new PREFAMAC line was installed:
Power cooling tunnel upwards, a curve of 90°, a straight belt, again a
curve of 90°, an entrance grille, a Switch Ultra enrober, a continuous
tempering machine and back a Power cooling tunnel downwards . Full
option and PLC controlled with lick rollers, rotation cylinder, pressure
grille, various chocolate distribution trays, removable chocolate trays
and removable bottom baths, hinged entry and exit, .... 1050 mm wide
and suitable for more than 40 different cookies! Never too difficult for
Prefamac. Everything is possible. And what are your plans that you
would like to discuss with us? We would love to hear it.
With more photos you can find some details of this line from various
angles. Our new LIGHT cooling tunnel is also shown. You can also
look up other machines on our website www.prefamac.com.
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Let's meet in Ecuador, Peru or Mexico?
Nothing is more important than a personal contact. During “business”
trade fairs no one has time for a thorough discussion. Therefore
Prefamac undertakes each year a trip to various areas which shows
high potential. The Belgian royal family also does this, together with its
Ministers of Foreign Trade and Economy, and a large delegation of
business leaders. The first trip for HRH Princess Astrid will be to
Mexico, and here I will accompany the group. But before that, I will
travel to Ecuador and Peru first, to be able to have a direct
conversation with customers and potential customers.



Meetings for Ecuador can be organized from 12th until 13th
February 2019 in Quito: Sheraton Quito Hotel



Meetings for Peru can be organized from 14th until 15th
February 2019 in Lima: Sheraton Lima Hotel



Meetings for Mexico can be organized from 18th until 21st
February 2019 in :
o 18th until 20th February in Mexico City: Marquis
Reforma Hotel or St. Regis Hotel

o

21st February in Monterrey: Quinta Real Hotel

During a personal meeting you have the time to explain your plans and
wishes, and together we can discuss everything in detail with the 30
years of experience I have in the meantime. Do not postpone your
reservation, because my schedule is of course very limited in time.
You still have plenty of time to prepare all of your questions. This is
possible until beginning of February 2019, but your appointment should
be reserved immediately ! Just send us an email
(info@prefamac.com) to confirm your interest.

The DLUX enrober belt 28 cm
The Prefamac enrober belts have always been a success, but we had
2 versions of 28 cm: one for the 80 kg moulding machine and one for
the 60 kg automatic tempering machine. We have now combined those
two into a super enrober belt with all possible options! We call it DLUX.
Both the version with extension belt 28 cm and this with truffle top and
truffle table 90 or 150 cm is available. We advise you to order quickly
because our customers know that the quality of this modular machine
is DeeeLUX at Prefamac.
With more photos you can find some examples.

Some quick moulds for Valentine
Say it with flowers for Valentine. A large or small tablet with flowers on
it? Or a long bar? Or individual flowers? All lovers are crazy about it.
Whether the flowers are coloured or not. Do you prefer real hearts to
excite the passion of young and old? Small or big hearts? Dashes or
sphere? We have them all in stock now just before Valentine.
With more photos we show the various heartbreakers, to let you
decide quickly.
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